
The Perfect Fusion of Innovation and Passion.
World class audio products are created when engineering 
excellence meets a passion for uncompromised sound 
quality. SVS speakers, subwoofers and accessories 
embody this principle and bring the immersive thrill of 
high performance audio to more people than ever before.

Our energy is evident in every review and award 
our products earn and is brought to life with every 
emotionally and viscerally charged sonic moment they 
inspire. 

SVS. Join the Sound R|Evolution.

Learn more or shop now at SVSound.com



Engineered to accurately produce ground-shaking levels 
of crisp, effortless bass and the subtlest musical details, 
SVS subwoofers have earned a place among the finest 
audio products in the world. 

Astonishing Low 
Frequency Extension
Bass below the levels of human hearing with 
immersive impact so powerful you feel it.

Accurate, Detailed Sound
Balanced and never boomy. Always stays completely 
faithful to what the artist or director intended.

Massive, Effortless Output
Massive SPLs and extreme output beyond reference level 
without a trace of distortion.

Intelligent Integration
Advanced DSP for seamless blending with all speakers 
and a fully convincing audio experience.

Pinpoint Speed in Transients
Ability to start and stop on a dime with crisp precision.

SB16-Ultra
Immense power and bottomless low frequency 
extension with pitch perfect accuracy and pinpoint speed 
in transients. The ultimate sealed cabinet subwoofer.

PB16-Ultra
Earth-shaking levels of bass far below human hearing 
limits, yet incredibly accurate, detailed and controlled. 
The ultimate ported cabinet subwoofer.

 ú 16” driver with premium fiberglass resin composite cone generates reference SPLs without a hint of distortion

 ú Massive precision machined driver motor weighing over 50lbs delivers punishing output with pinpoint control

 ú First-ever 8” edge wound voice coil is largest ever deployed in a home subwoofer and ensures precise driver control at all drive levels

 ú Stunningly powerful, Class D Sledge amplifier with 1,500 Watts continuous, 5,000+ Watts peak power and fully discrete MOSFET output 
effortlessly pushes driver to its full potential

 ú 50Mhz Analog Devices DSP enables pristine in-room bass response and unlocks control functions only available from SVS

 ú Smartphone app for Apple® and Android® controls all DSP functions and stores custom presets

Supreme low frequency output and deep 
bass extension far below the limits of human 
hearing, the SVS 16-Ultra subwoofers also 
deliver pinpoint accuracy and transient 
speed and feature groundbreaking audio 
innovations. The 16-Ultra Series are the 
subwoofers by which all others are judged.

SVS 16-Ultra 
Series Subwoofers

“If there is a more perfect subwoofer in 
production today, we haven’t heard it.”

Digital Trends

“SVS has taken clean, deep bass to another level. 
The 16-Ultras push the envelope in every respect.”

Audioholics

“Astonished me with its depth and clarity… I’m not 
sure there’s a better value today in audio.”

GoodSound

“Bass notes were veritable subsonic bass-infused 
depth charges…The pristine clarity and authority 

was awe inspiring…Best subwoofer I’ve heard.”

PCWorld

“Exemplary…The best subwoofer for the money 
I’ve auditioned in the last decade.”

Stereonet

“A concrete fist inside a velvet glove, the 16-Ultra 
subwoofers are fit for the finest of home theaters.”

EISA

“Bass was deep and powerful, transients were quick. Impact 
and dynamics were visceral. I’ve never heard bass like this in 

the CNET listening room.”

CNET, Steve Guttenberg

“I’ve heard almost all of the top subwoofers currently on 
the market. The SB16-Ultra sounds like none of them. It’s a 

whole different category of low-frequency sound.”

HomeTheaterReview

“Pitch-perfect, detailed, and reproduced the deepest 
notes with mass and solidity. A Class A component if ever 

there was one.” 

Stereophile

“Smile-inducing bass, the kinetic energy reached deafening 
reference listening levels…My jaw was stuck ajar… 

Highly Recommended.”

Sound & Vision
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 ú Unleashes the full depth, force and nuance of the world’s finest subwoofers

 ú Easiest way ever to fine tune low frequency output surpassing 16Hz at reference volumes from 
the comfort of your favorite seat

 ú Advanced control of DSP functions: volume, low pass filter, phase, polarity, room gain 
compensation and variable port tuning 

 ú Three-band parametric EQ helps resolve peaks and nulls in your listening area and allows 
customization of subwoofer output based on listening preferences

 ú Conveniently stores custom presets so you can optimize settings for movies, music and more, 
and access with a single touch

 ú Bidirectional Bluetooth connectivity shows updates in real time and allows adjustments to be 
made, even when the subwoofer is out of sight

SVS Subwoofer App
SVS Subwoofer Control Smartphone App is available for free with all SVS subwoofers.

EDITORS’
CHOICE

PB-4000
Staggering low-frequency output and deep bass 
extension down to 13Hz with an amazing degree of 
subtlety and finesse to thrill both action movie buffs 
and audiophiles with extreme performance.

SB-4000
Massive output with pinpoint accuracy, a 
top choice for audiophile music and home 
theater systems that leaves larger and more 
expensive subwoofers trembling in its wake.

SVS 4000 Series Subwoofers
Featuring 16-Ultra Series technology, the 4000 Series own nearly 
every audio industry and media award available and demolish 
preconceived notions about subwoofer performance and 
technology, unleashing reference bass at a groundbreaking value.

 ú High excursion 13.5” glass fiber composite driver

 ú 1,200 Watts continuous, 4,000+ Watts peak power Class-D 
amplifier with fully discrete MOSFET output

 ú Sophisticated 50Mhz high resolution Analog Devices audio DSP 

 ú Smartphone app for Apple® and Android® controls all DSP 
functions and stores custom presets



SVS 2000 Pro Series SubwoofersSVS 3000 Series Subwoofers

SVS 3000 Micro Subwoofer SVS 3000 In-Wall Subwoofer

 ú Effortless power from 550 Watts RMS, 1,500+ Watts Peak Power Sledge 
STA-550D amplifier with fully discrete MOSFET output

 ú 12” high-excursion driver for heart-pounding output and deep 
bass extension with pinpoint accuracy

 ú Innovative 50MHz Analog Devices DSP for precise and 
sophisticated in-room response and control from SVS 
Subwoofer DSP smartphone app

Complete reimagining and massive performance upgrade for the most popular SVS subwoofers ever. 
From the innovative amplifier, enhanced driver and smartphone app control, never before has this level of 
performance and sophistication been available anywhere near the price. Astonishing low frequency output 
and deep bass extension with pinpoint accuracy. Reference subwoofer performance hits new lows again.

With multiple innovations from the acclaimed SVS 4000 
and 16-Ultra Series, the 3000 Series feature all-new driver 
and cabinet designs and groundbreaking Sledge amplifier 
technologies to demolish all performance benchmarks and 
bring reference caliber bass to more people than ever before.

SVS has redefined what is possible from a micro subwoofer by 
delivering deep, chest-pounding bass from a remarkably compact 
10” cabinet. Blends into any room and system seamlessly. 

Deep, earth-shaking bass from an architectural subwoofer primed for 
retrofit or new construction. 800 watt RMS, 2,500 watt peak power 
amplifier with MOSFET output and dual 9-inch high-excursion SVS 
drivers deliver massive output with pinpoint accuracy.  

SVS 1000 Pro Series Subwoofers

 ú All-new 12” high-excursion driver unleashes stunning output 
and pinpoint control easily outperforming subwoofers double 
the size and price

 ú Effortless power from 325 Watts RMS, 820+ Watts peak power 
Sledge STA-325D amplifier with fully discrete MOSFET output

 ú Innovative 50MHz Analog Devices DSP for optimized in-room 
response and precise control from SVS Subwoofer control 
smartphone app

Reference subwoofer performance hits an all-time low. Massive 
output, subterranean low frequency extension and unerring 
control and accuracy; the 1000 Pro Series deliver a truly world class 
subwoofer experience.

SB-2000 Pro
Jaw-dropping deep bass extension and massive 
output with stunning musicality that will delight 
both audiophiles and home theater fans. Reference 
subwoofer performance has never been available 
near this price from a cabinet of this size, ever.

SB-3000
Groundbreaking performance for the price and 
for the size, this compact powerhouse delivers 
unrivaled slam, deep bass extension and 
amazing musicality from a 15” cubed cabinet.

PB-2000 Pro
Room-shaking output and subterranean low 
frequency extension down to 16 Hz. Breathtakingly 
forceful yet always accurate in frequency response. 
Dual port design maximizes airflow and driver motion 
while eliminating potential for port turbulence. 

PB-3000
First-ever SVS dual-ported subwoofer unleashes earth-
shaking low frequency output with deep bass extension 
well below the threshold of human hearing, where it is 
felt with authority, all for an unprecedented value.

PC-2000 Pro
Iconic cylinder design uses cabinet height to 
reduce footprint while delivering the immense 
output and low frequency extension of a larger 
subwoofer. Saves floorspace while delivering deep, 
earth-shaking output with stunning refinement.

PB-1000 Pro
First ever 12-inch 1000 Pro Series SVS 
driver and dual port design for stunning 
low frequency output below 20Hz with 
unerring control and accuracy.

SB-1000 Pro
Compact sealed cabinet subwoofer makes deep, 
room-energizing, reference caliber subwoofer 
performance more inclusive than ever.

“The bass I heard bordered on the difficult to 
believe -- very fast, very tight, very deep, with 

more than enough output.” 

Soundstage

“The same level of impact that I’ve heard at live 
concerts and it has helped me discover how much 

deep bass I was missing from everything.”

Reference Home Theater

“The kind of forceful, yet detailed bass that we 
would expect from more powerful and certainly 

more expensive subwoofers.”

AVForums

“Subterranean bass shook my room. Hit with such 
force that I could literally feel the impact in my 
chest—man I love bass! Highly Recommended!”

Sound & Vision

“Quite simply, 3000 Series leaves competitors in 
the dust. We don’t think we’ve heard sound this 

good in a subwoofer below $2,000!” 

The Master Switch

“Textbook definition of great home cinema bass; 
deep, clean and fast, and easily integrated with 
your speaker system. A peerless bass generator.”

Home Cinema Choice

“Pitch-perfect, room-pressurizing bass, rugged construction, 
and reliable smartphone app. New lows in reference 

subwoofer performance, indeed!”

Stereophile

“Brutal SPL capabilities, tight and precise sound, easy-to-use 
mobile app and flawless design make this a rare and elite 

audio product.” 

Audio & Video Online

“Sounded utterly huge. It felt as if low frequencies were 
pervading every part of the room. Performance that majors 

on size, depth and purity.”

Home Cinema Choice

“Ridiculously impressive -- very fast, very tight, and very 
deep, with enough output to fill my room. Difficult to believe 

such a small box was delivering such impressive bass.”

Soundstage

 ú High-excursion 13” SVS driver with split wind edge 
wound voice coil 

 ú 800 Watts continuous, 2,500+ Watts peak power 
Class-D Amplifier with fully discrete MOSFET output

 ú Sophisticated 50Mhz high resolution Analog Devices 
audio DSP. Smartphone app for Apple® and Android® 
controls all DSP functions and stores custom presets

 ú All New dual fully-active, side-firing eight-inch woofers 
designed acoustically and electrically in parallel take control 
of a room with stunning output and silky smooth response

 ú 800 Watts RMS, 2,500+ Watts peak power Sledge 800D 
amplifier with fully discrete MOSFETs deliver ample current 
for pinpoint accuracy with ultra-low distortion

 ú 50 MHz Analog Devices Audio DSP for sophisticated control 
and custom response curves to maximize room gain and 
real-world output

 ú Smartphone app for Apple® and Android® controls all DSP 
functions and stores custom presets
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 ú Dual Active 9 inch  
high-excursion SVS drivers 
deliver massive output with 
pinpoint accuracy

 ú Simple, versatile installation 
for new construction and 
retrofit friendly

 ú Single 2U rack mount 
amplifier powers single or 
dual subwoofer array

 ú Smartphone app for 
Apple® and Android® 
controls all DSP functions 
and stores custom presets



Prime Wireless Pro 
Powered Speakers 

Prime Wireless Pro SoundBase

All the benefits of powered wireless smart speakers with 
uncompromising design and performance. Wireless audio that 
challenges convention.

Bring speakers into the future of great sound with the Prime Wireless 
Pro SoundBase smart streaming integrated amplifier. 

Audiophile Refinement 
Stream Hi-Res audio wirelessly from all your 
music services at the best sound quality possible.

Unrivaled Versatility
Stream wirelessly or connect to devices via a multitude 
of inputs for breathtaking sound in any room.

Inspired Design 
High-end components, precision engineering, 
and premium finishes deliver attention-grabbing 
sound and looks.  

Smart Control
Control any way you want with a 
smartphone, IR remote, voice, or front 
panel with loads of unique features.

Simple Setup 
Just add power and connect devices. Stream wirelessly 
from a smartphone, plug-and-play with a TV, or 
quickly connect other devices and start listening.  

“It ’s a high-performance audiophile-quality lifestyle-
friendly solution to adding great sound to any room. 
An undeniably easy way to achieve audio nirvana.” 

AVS Forum

“Clear, smooth, and articulate sound springs forth from 
the speakers right from the start. The stereo image is tight 
yet expansive and there’s plenty of dynamic expression.” 

Digital Trends

“These speakers played so big that for a minute I thought I had a 
pair of tower speakers. A versatile, budget-friendly all in one hi-fi 

system. Highly Recommended!“

HiFi Trends

“Thoroughly impressed with the performance and innovation. They work 
with a whole range of streaming applications and produce crystal clear, 

reference sound quality.”

Darko Audio

“Presented on a wide, deep soundstage. The dynamics, clarity and bass 
were truly impressive. Sonically, these little speakers punched well above 

their weight and price class.”

SoundStage

“An audiophile statement in both design philosophy and sonic 
personality. Hi-fi with modern digital convenience and audiophile sound 

quality for a very affordable price. Our Wireless Speaker of the Year!” 

Sound & Vision

 ú True 2-channel stereo output for convincing and immersive 
sound with pinpoint stereo imaging

 ú 200-watt (50-watt x 4) amplifier delivers power to each 
individual driver for effortless output and crisp, lively 
dynamics 

 ú Sophisticated 24bit/192kHz DAC for highest quality playback 
from any streaming service or device 

 ú Precision tuned digital electronic crossover renders 
massive soundstage with pristine clarity

 ú Stream Hi-Res audio wirelessly via WiFi, Airplay 2 for 
iPhone/iPad, and Chromecast for Android devices. Bluetooth 
enabled

 ú Connects to devices via HDMI, Line Level, Optical, and 3.5mm 
Aux inputs 

 ú Subwoofer output for deeper and more thrilling bass

 ú Convenient control via smartphone app, IR remote, front panel 
interface, and voice via Alexa and Google Voice

 ú Multi-room compatible for a complete whole home listening experience

 ú 6 custom preset buttons for instant access to playlists,  
streaming music services, and more

 ú 300-watt (150-watts x 2) stereo amplifier delivers ample power to 
effortlessly drive any full-range loudspeakers to their full potential

 ú Sophisticated 24bit/192kHz DAC for highest quality playback from any 
streaming service or device 

 ú Stream Hi-Res audio wirelessly via WiFi, Airplay 2 for iPhone/iPad, and 
Chromecast for Android devices. Bluetooth enabled

 ú Connects to devices via HDMI, Line Level, Optical, and 3.5mm Aux inputs 

 ú Subwoofer output for deeper and more thrilling bass

 ú Line level output allows SoundBase Pro to be a smart streaming source 
in your stereo or home theater

 ú Convenient control via smartphone app, IR remote, front panel 
interface, and voice via Alexa and Google Voice

 ú Multi-room compatible for a complete whole home listening experience

 ú 6 custom preset buttons for instant access to playlists, streaming music 
services, and more

 

A perfect fusion of breathtaking Hi-Res sound, smart control, and versatile 
connectivity, SVS Prime Wireless Pro is the future of high-performance audio. 

Winner of Coveted 2022/2023 EISA Award as Voted on by 60 Top Audio Magazines Worldwide.

“Large, powerful, room-filling sound. All the advantages of active loudspeaker design with multiple 
streaming options at an affordable price. An all-round package that will delight music lovers.” 

EISA



Ultra Evolution Speakers
The Culmination of Sonic Obsession.

 ú Acoustically Centered Time Alignment Architecture maximizes phase 
coherence and renders pinpoint accuracy and convincing soundstage.

 ú 1” Diamond Coated Tweeter with Organic Cell Lattice Diffuser for airy, 
unveiled highs and pristine clarity.

 ú Force Balanced Opposed Woofer Array energizes a room with deep, 
potent, detailed bass and stunning presence.

 ú FEA Optimized Glass Fiber Composite Drivers convey smooth, balanced 
full-range sound with unrivaled dynamic range and musicality.

Breakthroughs in driver technology, acoustic engineering, and cabinet 
architecture fused with an obsessive pursuit of audio excellence. World-class 
sound is now possible for more people than ever.

Ultra Evolution Pinnacle
Reference flagship SVS tower speaker is a technology 
tour-de-force that stands toe-to-toe with the finest 
loudspeakers in the world. 

Ultra Evolution Titan 
Unprecedented acoustic innovation places this 
floorstanding speaker at the top of its class with pristine 
clarity, stunning dynamics, and deep, forceful bass.  

Ultra Evolution Tower
Three-way tower speaker with sophisticated driver array 
sets the standard for sonic excellence for audiophiles and 
home theater fans.

Ultra Evolution Bookshelf 
Reference flagship bookshelf speaker renders effortless full-range 
sound and expansive soundstage with pitch-perfect accuracy.

Ultra Evolution Nano
Stunningly detailed and refined sound with 
impressive bass from a compact bookshelf speaker 
that punches way above its class. 

Ultra Evolution Center
Reference flagship three-way center speaker 
delivers pristine clarity and powerful dynamics with 
astonishingly large sweet spot.   

Ultra Elevation
Reference speaker for Dolby Atmos and 
surround sound delivers unrivaled audio 
immersion with versatile mounting and 
placement options.

“This is the speaker system to beat this year and 
for years to come.”

Digital Trends

“More detailed and more ‘hi-fi’ than anything  
at this price.”

CNET

“Remarkable speakers at a head turning price...
their performance stands toe to toe with much 

more expensive contenders.”

Audioholics

“Gone are the days where you need a six figure audio  
system to be the envy of your friends…a real  

price-performance achievement.”

ThePoorAudiophile

“Dynamics of a theater system, neutrality and ambience of 
an audiophile system… Certified and Recommended.”

Sound & Vision

“Knocked it out of the park on sound and build 
quality with the high-value, full-range speaker line.”

 Sound & Vision

“Delivers the bass and sound of speakers costing 
twice as much. No other speakers deliver tonal 

range as accurate.”

Consumer Digest

“The wondrous bass and effortless, soaring,  
clean and pure highs were able to entertain  

as well as unnerve.”

Home Cinema Choice

“It is far and away the best performing, and looking system 
at this price point, and even twice the amount.”

MissingRemote

“Superb clarity, classy looks, a wide soundstage and an 
unbelievable low end. The Best Bookshelf speaker.”

TheMasterSwitch
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Prime Tower
Exceptional clarity, flawless tonal balance 
and room-energizing bass response set the 
benchmark for floorstanding speakers under 
$1,000. Outclasses speakers costing two and 
three times their price.

Prime Pinnacle
Breathtaking refinement and stunning dynamic output 
that is unheard of in its price class. Prime Pinnacle delivers 
smooth, crisp and refined sound with effortless bass 
response and unerring accuracy. Features all-new driver 
array and 3-way SoundMatch crossover housed in a 
classically striking cabinet with a lifestyle-friendly footprint.

Prime Bookshelf
Class-defining full range bookshelf speaker 
delivers amazing sound quality and dynamics as 
main, surround or other speakers in a 2-channel 
audiophile, desktop or home theater system. 

Prime Center
True 3-way center channel delivers crystal clear 
and natural sounding dialogue and vocals with an 
expansive soundstage and excellent dispersion 
for a convincing home theater experience.

SVS Prime Series Speakers

 ú Technology from the Ultra Series applied with rigorous attention to the finest details of acoustic 
voicing, exacting engineering, component design and build quality

 ú Proprietary SVS drivers, innovative SoundMatch crossover and high end materials render silky 
smooth frequency response, crisp dynamics, effortless bass, and a generous, convincing soundstage

 ú Exhaustive anechoic measurement, real-world testing and critical listening ensure utter transparency, 
pinpoint accuracy and full-bodied frequency response

Immersive and high-end in every way, the SVS Prime Series apply innovations from the award-winning Ultra Series 
to set the benchmark for speaker performance value. Uncompromised sound quality, stunning dynamics, and 
impeccable design; amazing audio experiences have never been more attainable.

“Can make audiophile dreams come true with the 
ability to tackle discerning two-channel listening 

and the dynamic demands of home theater.”

AVNirvana

“A presentation that’s finely revealing, 
harmonically rich and rhythmically tight. It ’s a 

sound blueprint for long-term satisfaction.”

HiFiChoice (UK)

“The perfect anchor for a reasonably priced, 
high performance audio system. I can’t think of a 

better pair of $500 speakers.”

Tone Audio

“True to SVS’ tradition of higher performance for the money 
through R&D and design... offer price/performance value 

that is rare, if non-existent.” 

Widescreen Review

“The weapons-grade hammer of a bass driver is wondrous 
and and effortless, soaring, clean and pure highs were able 

to entertain as well as unnerve.”

Home Cinema Choice

Prime Satellite
A true audiophile experience in an 
unprecedently compact and décor-friendly 
design.  Serves admirably as front, center, 
surround or height effect speaker with 
astonishing detail and output.
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“The Prime Series are flawless in performance. 
Audiophile grade home theater at a  

fraction of the cost.”

AVTechReviews

“The best speaker surround sound system under 
$1,000. Congratulations, SVS. The old king 

is dead, long live the new king.”

HomeTheaterReview

“Solid performance, striking design,  
exceptional build quality and all at a price point 

that is remarkable.”

HomeTheaterForum

“Effortless performance, elegant design, and striking 
value. SVS’ Prime Series hits the ultimate sweet spot in the 

audiophile segment.”

Digital Trends

“Performed spectacularly…best-sounding affordable 
speakers I’ve heard. I found myself preferring their precision 

to the sound coming from considerably pricier speakers.”

AVS Forum

Prime Elevation
Prime Elevation is the most popular SVS speaker because it is the world’s most 
versatile high-performance home theater speaker, the best sounding Dolby 
Atmos speaker and a perfect solution when ideal placement isn’t possible. 

Uncompromised Height Effects 
Speaker 
Prime Elevation is the top performing height effects speaker for Dolby Atmos®, 
DTS:X® and Auro 3D® surround sound formats. Mount it high on a wall or directly to 
the ceiling with the Multi-Angle Wall Bracket and height effects can be enjoyed at full 
fidelity in any room, without the compromises of ceiling bounce or in-ceiling speakers.

World’s Most Versatile Home 
Theater Speaker
The angled front baffle, flexible wall/ceiling mount and pristine neutrality enable Prime 
Elevation to perform amazingly as a front, center channel, side/rear surround and LCR 
speaker, even when used with other speaker brands in a multi-channel set-up.

Prime Satellite 5.1 System
Five massive sounding Prime Satellite Speakers and a 

stunningly powerful SB-1000 Pro Subwoofer punch well above 
their weight class in a compact, lifestyle friendly 5.1 home 

theater system that brings bass you can feel and enveloping 
surround sound to any small-medium sized room.
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Thousands of Rave User Reviews



facebook.com/svsound


SVSound.com


@SVS_Sound


youtube.com/SVS_Sound


@SVS_Sound

“SVS customer service is incredible. 
From the first email I sent to the 
final system update, they were 

helpful and responsive every step 
of the way. I’m a customer for life!” 

Tony. D

“Massive, pristine sound. I never
dreamed the level of performance
was possible at this price. Easily 
the best home theater purchase 

I’ve ever made!”

A. Flores

Filling the void between exorbitantly priced audio accessories, and the cheapest compromised solutions, SVS SoundPath accessories 
are painstakingly engineered with premium materials to ensure the purest possible connections between all AV components.

SoundPath Ultra Speaker 
Cable
Hand-soldered with custom terminations by our 
Ohio craftsman to any length you desire, SVS 
SoundPath Ultra Speaker Cables ensure pristine 
signal purity so your speakers perform with 
uncompromising fidelity.

SoundPath Stereo RCA 
Cables 
Maintains pristine signal purity and rejects 
interference for high-end listening experiences 
with stereo components.

SoundPath Balanced XLR 
Audio Cable
Pristine signal transfer for convincing and 
immersive audio experiences. SVS SoundPath 
Balanced XLR Audio cables feature 24K gold-
plated pin for optimal conductivity so your 
system always sounds its best.

SoundPath Ultra HDMI 
Cable
Certified Ultra High Speed HDMI 2.1 and 2.1a 
cable performs to the highest specifications of 
new and legacy standards for the best quality 
audio and video playback.

SoundPath Subwoofer 
Cable
SoundPath Interconnects reject interference 
while providing a pristine connection 
between your subwoofer or other 
components and a receiver or preamplifier.

Have a question about your new SVS product, system 
setup, or optimizing sound quality? 

Contact the SVS Sound Experts for live support, seven days a week. 

877.626.5623 | custservice@svsound.com | Live Chat (www.svsound.com)

SoundPath Subwoofer 
Isolation System
Works with nearly every subwoofer brand 
and model to improve bass performance 
while reducing floor and wall vibrations, 
noise artifacts and complaints from 
neighbors or roommates by de-coupling 
a subwoofer from the floor.

SoundPath Wireless 
Audio Adapter
Add wireless connectivity to 
subwoofers, speakers, amplifiers and 
more. Transmits a pristine, full-range 
audio signal up to 65’ at CD-quality 
(16-bit/48KHz) with ultra-low latency.


